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Given a universal relation scheme, presented as a set of attributes and a set of 
dependencies, it may be advantageous to decompose it into a collection of schemes, 
each with its own sets of attributes and dependencies, that has some desired 
properties. A basic requirement for such a decomposition to be useful is that the 
corresponding decomposition map on universal relations be injective. A central 
problem in database theory is to find the reconstruction map, i.e., the inverse map 
of an injective decomposition map. It is proved here that when the decomposition, 
viewed as a hypergraph, is acyclic and the given dependencies are full implicational 
dependencies, then the reconstruction map is the natural join. Based on this, it is 
shown that there is a polynomial time algorithm to test for injectiveness of decom- 
positions. © 1984 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A significant portion of research on relational database theory has been 
concerned with the properties of database decompositions. The generic 
problem can be described as follows: Given a "universal" scheme presented 
as a set of attributes and a set of dependencies, what are the conditions under 
which it can be decomposed into a collection of schemes, each with its own 
sets of attributes and dependencies, having some desired properties. The 
properties considered were, at first, various normal forms (see Maier, 1983; 
Ullman, 1983). It was then realized, however, that there is a more 
fundamental property, called faithfulness, that has to be satisfied by decom- 
positions (Rissanen, 1977; Beeri & Rissanen, 1980; Maier et aL, 1981). 
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Intuitively, a decomposition is faithful if the relations corresponding to the 
different schemes can be updated separately. 
A basic assumption underlying these ideas is that when a universal scheme 
is decomposed into smaller schemes, each of the universal relations 
associated with it is decomposed into smaller relations using the projection 
operation, i.e., each such relation is projected onto each one of the smaller 
schemes. For a decomposition to be faithful, we must not lose any infor- 
mation by decomposing the universal relations, that is, the decomposition 
map must be injective. In other words, it should be possible to reconstruct 
the universal relations from their projections. The desirability of injectiveness 
is called in (Beeri et al., 1978) the representation principle. 
The question raised now is as follows: Given that a decomposition is
faithful, what is the resulting reconstruction map? The most natural choice 
for this map is the (natural)join operation. The problem is whether indeed 
the reconstruction map is the join. This problem was first presented in 
(Ris~sanen, 1977), where it is answered affirmatively for the case that only 
functional dependencies are given and the decomposition is into two schemes 
only. This result was generalized in (Beeri & Rissanen, 1980; Maier et al., 
1981), where the restriction on the number of schemes was removed. It was 
generalized further in (Vardi, 1982) to the case where full implicational 
dependencies are given. The latter result assumes, however, that both finite 
and infinite databases are considered, and it leaves open the more realistic 
case where databases are necessarily finite. 
In this paper we consider decompositions that, when viewed as 
hypergraphs, are acyclic. Acyclic database schemes were introduced in 
(Fagin et al., 1982) and studied further in numerous papers (e.g., Beeri et al., 
1983; Goodman & Schmueli, 1982). There are arguments to the effect hat a 
significant portion of real life situations can be modeled by acyclic schemes 
(Fagin et al., 1982; Sciore, 1981). We prove that in this case it does not 
matter whether or not we allow infinite databases. Furthermore, in this case 
the condition of injectiveness is equivalent o the condition that the 
reconstruction map be the join. (The same result was shown independently in 
(Cosmadakis & Papadimitriou, 1983) for the less general case where 
functional and join dependencies are given and the decomposition is into two 
schemes.) Finally, based on this characterization f injectiveness, we show 
that there is a polynomial time algorithm to test for injectiveness of decom- 
positions. 
2. BASIC DEFINITIONS 
2.1. The Relational Model 
Attributes are symbols taken from a given finite set U called the universe. 
All sets of attributes are subsets of the universe. We use the letters A, B, C,..., 
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to denote attributes and X, Y,..., to denote sets of attributes. Sets of attributes 
are also called relation schemes for reasons to become clear shortly. As a 
convention, we do not distinguish between the attribute A and the set {A }, 
and the union of X and Y is denoted by XY. 
With each attribute A is associated an infinite set called its domain, 
denoted DOM(A). The domains of distinct attributes are disjoint, i.e., A ¢ B 
entails DOM(A)~ DOM(B)= 0. The domain of a set X of attributes is 
DOM(X)= UA~xDOM(A).  An X-value is a mapping w:X-~DOM(X), 
such that w(A) E DOM(A) for all A E X. A tuple is an X-value for some X. 
A relation on a relation scheme X is a (not necessarily finite) set of X-values. 
We use a, b, c ..... to denote elements of the domains, s, t ..... to denote values 
or tuples, and/ ,  J, .... to denote relations. 
A database scheme is a sequence R = (R 1 ..... R~) of relation schemes uch 
that U=U~=lRi. A sequence I=( I  1 ..... Ik) of relations on R 1 ..... g k, 
correspondingly, is called a database on R. 
For an X:value w and a set yc_ X we denote the restriction of w to Y by 
w[Y]. We do not distinguish between w[A], which is an A-value, and w(A), 
which is an element of DOM(A). Let I be a relation on X. Then its 
projection on Y, denoted I[Y], is relation on Y, I[Y] = {w[Y]: w E I}. The 
set of all attribute values in I is VAL( I )  = UA ~x I[A ], and the set of values 
in I is VAL(I)  = ~= 1VAL(Ifl. The database I is finite if VAL( I )  is finite, 
and it is nonempty if VAL(I)v~ 0.  
Let 11 ,..., I k be relations on X 1 ,..., X k, correspondingly, with X = (,.)/k__l Xi. 
The join of 11 ,..., Ik, denoted 11 • ... , I  k or *~= 11j, is a relation on X defined 
by 
k 
* Ij = {tis an X-value: t[Xj] ~ Ij, for i = 1,..., k}. 
j= l  
With each database scheme R we associate aproject-join map m R defined by 
mR(I ) = i~=, I[Rj]. 
2.2. Dependencies 
For any given application, only a subset of all possible relations is of 
interest. This subset is defined by constraints which are to be satisfied by the 
relations of interest. A class of constraints that was extensively studied is the 
class of dependencies. We assume here that dependencies are specified for 
relations on U. 
As an example consider functional dependencies (Codd, 1972), and 
multivalued ependencies (Fagin, 1977; Zaniolo, 1976). A functional depen- 
dency (fd) is a statement X~ Y. It is satisfied by a relation I on U if for all 
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tuples tl,tEEI, we have that if tl[X]=t2[X], then t~[Y]=t2[Y ]. A 
multivalued ependency (mvd) is a statement X--~ Y. It is satisfied by a 
relation I on U if for all tl, t 2 E L we have that if tl[X ] = t2[X], then there 
exists a tuple t E I  such that t[XY] =tl[XY ] and t[XZ] = tE[XZ], where 
Z=U-Y .  
Equality generating dependencies generalize fd's (Beeri & Vardi, in press; 
Fagin, 1982). An equality generating dependency (egd) says that if some 
tuples, fulfilling certain equalities, exist in the database, then some values in 
these tuples must be equal. Formally, an egd is a pair ((al, a2), I), where a 1 
and a z are A-values for some attribute A, and I is a finite relation on U, such 
that al,a2EI[A ]. A relation J on U satisfies ((al,a2),I) if for any 
valuation h such that h(I) ~ J we have h(al) = h(a2). Note that if a 1 = a 2 
then ((a~, a2), I) is trivially satisfied by every relation. 
Full tuple generating dependencies generalize mvd's (Beeri & Vardi, in 
press; Fagin, 1982). A full tuple generating dependency (ftgd) says that if 
some tuples, fulfilling certain equalities, exist in the database, then another 
tuple, whose values are taken from these tuples, must also exist in the 
database. Formally, an ftgd is pair (w, I), where w is a U-value and I is a 
finite relation on U such that VAL({w})~ VAL(I). A relation J on U 
satisfies (w,I) if for any valuation h such that h(I)~_J, we have that 
h(w) @ J. Note that if w E L then (w,I) is trivially satisfied by every 
relation. 
Egd's and ftgd's are referred to, collectively, as full implicational depen- 
dencies (rid's). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let U= {A,B,C,D}, DOM(A)= {a0, al,...}, DOM(B)= 
{b0, b 1 .... }, etc. Let I and J be the relations 
A B C D 
I: J: 
a0 b0 el dO 
a0 bl cO dl 
A B C D 
a0 b0 c0 dO 
al b0 cO dl 
Let u be the tuple 
A B C D 
a0 b0 cO dO 
Let r I be the ftgd (u, I). Then r 1 is equivalent to the mvd A --~ C. Let r2 be 
the cgd ((a0, a l ) , J ) .  Then r 2 is equivalent to the fd BC~A.  
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The class of join dependencies (Aho et al., 1979; Rissanen, 1978) is a 
subclass of the class of ftgd's. They were originally introduced using the 
following notation. A join dependency (jd) is a statement * [R], where R is a 
database scheme {R a ..... Rk}. It is satisfied by a relation I on U if mR(I)=I ,  
k I[Ri]. Note that an mvd is essentially a "binary" jd. That is, i.e., if I=  *i=1 
the mvd X--~ Y is equivalent to the jd * [XY, X (U-  I1)]. 
For a set of dependencies 22, we denote by SAT(22) the set of relations that 
satisfy all dependencies in 22, and we denote by FSAT(Z) the set of finite 
relations that satisfy all dependencies in 22. ,7, implies a dependency r,
denoted 27 ~ r, if SAT(22) _~ SAT(r). That is, Z ~ r if r is satisfied by every 
relation which satisfies all dependencies in 22. Similarly, 22 finitely implies r, 
denoted Z ~j. r, if FSAT(22)_~ FSAT(r). It is known (Beeri & Vardi, in 
press) that implication and finite implication coincide for fid's. Namely, if 22 
is a set of fid's and r is an rid, then 22 ~ r if and only if 22 ~,r .  We will use 
here two properties of fid's that are shown in (Vardi, 1981, 1983). 
(1) Let S be a set of fid's and let r be an mvd. If 22 ~P r then there is a 
relation I such that I I I  = 2, I satisfies 22, and I does not satisfy r. 
(2) There is a quadratic time algorithm to test for a given finite set 22 
of fid's and an mvd r whether 22 ~ r. 
Let R and S be database schemes. We say that S covers R if for all R in R 
there is some S in S such that R _~ S. It is known (Beeri et al., 1981) that if 
S covers R then *[R] ~ *IS]. 
2.3. Acyclicity 
A hypergraph is a pair (N, E), where N is a set of nodes and E is a set of 
hyperedges, which are arbitrary subsets of N. A database scheme 
R = {RI,...,Rk} can be viewed as the hypergraph, (U, R). Namely, we can 
view the relation schemes R 1,..., R k as hyperedges over the set of attributes 
U. Based on this interpretation, Fagin et al. (1982) defined the class of 
acyclic database schemes. Rather than use the original definition, we use a 
dependency-theoretic definition, which was proven in (Fagin et aL, 1982) to 
be equivalent to the graph-theoretic definition. If R 1 and R 2 are subsets of R, 
then (RI,R2) is a partition of R if R~C3R2=O and R=Ra~)R 2. A 
database scheme R is said to be acyclic (Fagin et al., 1982) if the jd , [R] is 
equivalent to the set of mvd's 
F = R~, () R 2 : (R~, R2) is a partition of R . 
That is, *[R] ~F  and/ '~  *[R]. Note that if (R1,R2) is a partition of R, 
then tURI ,UR2} clearly covers R. Therefore, one direction of the 
equivalence is true for any database scheme. 
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A join tree for R is a labelled acyclic connected graph with the elements 
of R as nodes, an edge connecting R i to Rj is labeled by Ri~R J, and for 
each attribute A the subgraph of nodes and edges that contain A is con- 
nected. 
We will use the following properties of acyclic database schemes: 
(1) R is acyclic if and only if it has a join tree (Beeri et al., 1983; 
Goodman and Schmueli, 1982). 
(2) There is a linear time algorithm for constructing join trees for 
acyclic database schemes (Tarjan & Yannakakis, 1984). 
(3) Let R be acyclic, let T be a join tree for R, and let (R i, Ri) be an 
edge of T. Deletion of this edge breaks T into two subtrees T1 and T 2. Let S 1 
and S 2 be the union of the nodes in T 1 and T 2, respectively. We say that the 
mvd * [S1, $2] correspond to the edge (R i, Ri). Let F be the set of mvd's that 
correspond to edges of T. Then * JR] is equivalent to F (Beeri et aL, 1982). 
2.4. Decompositions 
With each database scheme R = {R 1 ..... Rk} we associate a decomposition 
map A R. Given a relation I on U, dl~ applied to I yields a database on R, 
-dR(/) = {I[R1] ..... I[Rk] }. 
A decomposition map A R is injective with respect o a set Z of dependencies 
if -dR is injective on SAT(Z). That is, if I and J are two distinct relations in 
SAT(Z), then AR(I ) #:-dR(J). Similarly, a decomposition map -dR is finitely 
injective with respect to a set Z of dependencies if -dR is injective on 
FSAT(22). IfA R is injective with respect o 22, then it has an inverse map 
PR: {AR(I): I E SAT(Z)} -~ SAT(Z), 
such that pR(AR(I))= I for all I in SAT(22). PR is called the reconstruction 
map. If PR(Ii ..... I~) = *k j= l I~ then we say that the reconstruction map is the 
join. 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
Let I be a relation on U. A permutation on I is an injective map a from 
the set of values in I into itself such that the set of values for each attribute is 
mapped into itself. A permutation on I is essentially a vector of 
permutations, one for each attribute of U. We denote by a(I) the relation 
obtained by replacing simultaneously each value in I by its image under a. 
LEMMA 1 (Beeri & Vardi, in press). Let I be a relation on U and let a 
be a permutation on I. Then I and a(I) satisfy exactly the same fid's. 
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Obviously, I and a(I) have the same projection on each singleton attribute 
set {A}. They need not have, however, the same projections on larger 
attribute sets. A permutation a on a relation I preserves a database scheme 
R if da( I  ) = A.(a(I)). 
LEMMA 2. Let R= {R1,R2} be a database scheme, and let I=  {Wl,W2} 
be a relation on U. For every tuple w in mR(I ) there exists a permutation a 
on I that preserves R such that w is in a(I). 
Proof I f  w is in I then take a to be the identity permutation, so we can 
assume that w is not in L If however either RI~R 2 or R2c_R1, then 
mR(I )=L so assume that the two sets are incomparable. We can also 
assume that Wl[R1] :/: w2[Rl] and w~[R2] ve w2[R2], otherwise mR(I)=I.  
Finally, w ~ [R 1 (~ R 2 ] = wz [R ~ ~R2] ,  since otherwise mR(I ) = L 
Let w[R1] = wi[R~] and w[R2] = w2[R2]. Define a to be the identity on 
each attribute in RI.  For an attribute in R2, a exchanges the values wl[A ] 
and wz[A]; a is well defined, since wI[R i~R2]=w2[R I~R2] .  Now we 
have that a(Wm)[Rm] = NI[R1] and a(wO[R2] = w2[R2], so w = a(wl) C a(I). 
It is also easy to see that a preserves R. II 
The relationship between covering and preservation is pointed to in the 
following easy lemma. 
LEMMA 3. Let R and S be database schemes uch that S covers R. I f  a 
is a permutation on a relation I that preserves S, then it also preserves R. 
We can now prove our main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let S be a set of rid's, and let R be an acyclic database 
scheme. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) A R is injective with respect o Z. 
(2) A R is finitely injective with respect o 27. 
(3) 27~ *[R]. 
(4) Pr~ is the join. 
Proof (1 -~ 2) Immediate. 
(2~ 3) Suppose that A a is finitely injective with respect to 27 but 
27~ *JR]. Since R is acyclic, there is a partition R1,R 2 of R such that 
27~ *[S], where S= {(,,)R1, U R2}. By property (1) of rid's, there is a 
relation I = {w 1, WE} such that I satisfies 27 but I does not satisfy *[S]. Since 
I does not satisfy S, there is a tuple w that is in ms(/) but not in I. By 
Lemma2, there is a permutation a on I such that w is in a(I), and a 
preserves S. But then we must have I--/:a(I), since w is not in I. By 
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Lemma 1, I and a(I) both satisfy 27. We also have that a preserves R, 
because S covers R. Therefore, AR(I ) =AR(a(I))--in contradiction to the 
finite injectiveness of A s with respect o 27. 
(3 -~ 4) Let I be a relation in SAT(27). Since 27 ~ * [R], I = mR(/). That 
is, 
I= ~ I[R,] =pR(Z~R(I), 
i=1 
where PR is the join. 
(4 -~ 1) I fpa  exists, then dR must be injective with respect o 27. II 
We now show that the conditions of Theorem 1 can be tested efficiently. 
THEOREM 2. There is cubic time algorithm to test for a given finite set ~, 
of fiats and an acyclic database scheme R whether AR is injective with respect 
toS.  
Proof By Theorem 1 it suffices to test whether 27 ~ * [R]. Our strategy is 
to construct first a set F of mvd's that is equivalent to * JR] (by acyclicity), 
and then to test if 27 ~ r for each r in F. By property (2) of rid's, each of the 
latter tests can be done in quadratic time. 
If R is acyclic, then a join tree T can be constructed for it in time linear in 
the size of R (Tarjan & Yannakakis, 1984). For every edge in T, we can 
construct he mvd corresponding to it in time linear in the size of R. Since 
there are at most I RI - 1 edges in T, we can construct a set F of mvd's that 
is equivalent o *[R] in time quadratic in the size of R. Furthermore, the 
number of mvd's in F is at most I R I - 1. It follows that the whole test can be 
done in cubic time. II 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
We have shown that the reconstruction map is the join for quite a general 
situation, namely when the dependencies are fid's and the decomposition is
acyclic. We note that most classes of dependencies treated in the literature 
are special cases of fid's. An exception is the class of inclusion dependencies 
(Casanova et al., 1984). Our results can be generalized to deal also with 
inclusion dependencies (Kanellakis et aL, 1983). 
We have also shown how to test efficiently for injectiveness. We note that 
there is another desirable property of decompositions, called surjectiveness 
(Vardi, 1982). Faithful decompositions are both injective and surjective. 
When only functional dependencies are given there is a polynomial time test 
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for faithfulness (Beeri & Honeyman, 1981; Beeri & Rissanen, 1980; Maier et 
al., 1981). We do not know of any effective test when fid's are given, even 
when the decomposition is acyclic. 
RECEIVED: August 11, 1983; ACCEPTED: July 26, 1984 
Note added in proof The proof of Theorem 2 implicitly assumes that the database scheme 
is connected. The proof can be easily extended, however, to disconnected database schemes. 
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